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Elegant furnishings
Launch of ADOs first upholstery fabric collection
ADO creates interior textile design trends. With both spring and autumn
collections, the creative team can kit out your rooms with contemporary
designs all year round. We give customers plenty of inspiration so that
they can make their interior design dreams a reality with contemporary
patterns, a natural textures and intricate details. To do so, we put great
emphasis on the compatibility of materials. This way, everyone can take
advantage of a diverse mix and match of fabrics to implement his or her
own individual style. This is now easier than ever before, as for the first
time, ADO is also offering a series of four attractive upholstery fabrics
that combine perfectly with one another and with the rest of the collection. Like all ADO fabrics, the new upholstery fabrics are very functional, washable and easy to clean. You will be impressed with their high
durability as well as how beautiful and soft they feel to the touch and
how comfortable they are to sit on.

BELCANTO 1511 is the all-rounder in the new
upholstery fabric quartet. The universal, adaptable single-colour fabric combines an attractive
appearance with a pleasantly soft touch. Its natural-looking fabric structure gives it an interesting surface effect and the Chenille yarn makes it
soft to the touch and very comfortable to sit on.
Available in 20 different contemporary colours, it
can be combined very easily with other materials
as well as with existing interiors.
(76% PES, 24% PAN, 140 cm in width)

SAMOA 1512 will impress you with
its interesting woven look and robust functionality. Different coloured
chenille yarns in the warp and weft
create a vibrant play of surface colours, available in 12 variants. The
woven look also has practical advantages: It masks small marks as
well as wear and tear. (55% PAN,
45% PES, 140 cm in width)
LIMBO 1513 offers a new interpretation of the striped look. The versatile, lined upholstery fabric appeals
to eyes and fingertips alike as it alternates rhythmically from top to
bottom. With Limbo, sofas, armchairs and chairs make use of textiles in three dimensions. This attractive surface texture is available
in six different colour combinations
ranging from subtle to powerful. These all harmonise perfectly with the
three other upholstery fabrics and can be combined in a mix and match
fashion. (55% PAN, 45% PES, 140 cm in width)
MOSAIK 1514 already reveals its pattern to us
in its name. The Jacquard with a three-colour
chenille effect works like a textile kaleidoscope.
Trapezoidal shapes in beautiful colour gradients
blend together in the eponymous Mosaik. It
comes in six harmonious, matching colour combinations, ensuring it works beautifully with both
the Belcanto and Samoa ranges. Mosaik is a textile invitation to create different combinations.
(57% PES, 43% PAN, 140 cm in width)

With its own upholstery fabric collection, ADO adds another attractive
facet to its comprehensive textile range. Customers can now get the
entire range from a single source – from curtains to decorative fabrics
and furnishing fabrics – and when individually combining them, they

can always be sure of creating a harmonious lifestyle down to the last
detail. Made by ADO.

About the company
In 1954, ADO, which is named after its location in AschenDOrf, Germany, was founded by
Hubert and Marianne Wulf as a supplier of premium quality curtains and décor fabrics.
The ‘Goldkante’ became a symbol for the quality of this internationally respected German
textile specialist. ADO has been a part of the ZIMMER + ROHDE Group since 1st January
2013.
ADO Goldkante – For rooms with a zest for life
ADO textiles bring harmony, airiness and a pure zest for life into homes. Extraordinary
details, natural textures and countless degrees of transparency ensure a natural cosiness
at home and bring your dream interiors to life. The wide spectrum of patterns – from urban to natural, elegant to playful – offers the perfect material for every taste. Aspects
such as easy care and diverse combinations also meet the individual needs of everyday
life; with a five-year guarantee. That’s why ADO fabrics make the perfect design elements
for all rooms and every phase of life.
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